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Staff Report 

 

Date:  November 15, 2019 

To:   D. Fish, Chief Administrative Officer 

From:  M. Williams, Planning Consultant 

Subject:  Civic Addressing – Graham Island 

Recommendations: 

THAT staff prepare a new bylaw for Skeena-Queen Charlotte Regional 
District Rural Graham Island House Numbering Bylaw No. 400, 2000 with 
the following information: 

A. Descriptive approach for issuing civic addresses;  
B. Language to encourage properties to post addresses that are visible 

from roadway;  

AND THAT staff prepare a database and process to be used in conjunction 
with replacement bylaw for issuing civic addresses. 

 

BACKGROUND 

NCRD Board directed staff to review civic address bylaws for Rural Graham Island and 
Sandspit (Bylaw 400 and 323, respectively).  In August 2019, NCRD Planning 
Consultant went to Haida Gwaii to ground-truth existing civic addressing Schedules 
(maps) of bylaws and propose amendments.  The intent of this report is to provide a 
summary of findings for Graham Island (Bylaw 400) and outline options moving 
forward.  
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Bylaw 400 

The current bylaw is driven by civic addresses shown on Schedule A-1 of Bylaw 400. By 

having Schedule A-1 attached to the bylaw, any new civic addresses assigned requires a 

bylaw amendment. Principles followed include: 

1. Zero point: highway 16 corridor from lights at Skidegate landing 
2. Odd house numbers are located on north and east side of streets 
3. Even house numbers are located on south and west side of streets 
4. House numbers will be measured to driveway access from zero point 
5. When there is more than one dwelling, letter will be assigned (A, B, C) 

 

FINDINGS 

Ground-truthing proved difficult for Graham Island. There are some properties that 
have the appropriate civic addressed displayed on the property. However, there are 
many properties without displayed address, or have posted a self-assigned address that 
does not align with principles of Bylaw 400.  

Key notes:  

 Some properties have access off both Highway 16 and other roads 

 Bylaw 400 names roads that are not developed 

 There are road naming signs that do not align with bylaw 

RECOMMENDATION 

Proposed new approach would not measure to proposed driveway. The NCRD does not 
have building permitting service; therefore, additional data would be needed from new 
builds in order to accurately execute. New bylaw may result in requiring to change some 
of the original addresses shown on Schedule A-1; self-assigned addresses will need to be 
re-issued.  
 
Amendment bylaw would be text driven and establish a systematic approach to issuing 
addresses. Schedule A-1 should be omitted. By not attaching the schedule, it gives the 
NCRD more discretion to issue addresses as needed, without bylaw amendments. A 
separate database would be maintained by staff and used as a record.  
 

Rationale: 
 

The current numbering system is not realistic with current NCRD data. 
Measurements should be based on distance from zero point to lot. Using 
frontages and distance allows for capacity to build capacity for future 
subdivisions.  
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While proposed approach would not drastically change the Bylaw, it would result 
in a more established process for issuing addresses. This will result in less 
disturbance to the community; however, some lots will need a new civic address.   

 

ALTERNATIVES 

No Change Keep the numbering system as presented in Bylaw 400.  

Challenge: bylaw amendment is required for issuance of 

future civic addresses. 

Displaying Addresses Report recommendation includes using soft language to 

encourage posting of civic addresses that are visible 

from roadway. NCRD may choose to require addressing 

as part of this bylaw.  

Considerations: 

 Education and awareness campaign 

 Enforceability and staff resources 

 
 
SUMMARY 
It is recommended that Bylaw 400 be replaced with a bylaw that allows the Board and 
staff more discretion in issuing civic addresses. This can be done by adopting an 
approach that aligns closer with Bylaw 323 and omitting Schedule A-1. While the 
proposed amendment may not seem drastic, it will result in an accurate system with 
records that can be used for emergency management purposes. 
 
Next Steps: 
The Board may choose to amend or change recommendation as presented in this report. 
Once final direction is received, staff will prepare amendment Bylaw for December 
meeting.  


